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Preface
In the past decade computer science has seen software engineering techniques put into practice to solve larger and more complex computing problems than ever
before. By merging the study of data structures and algorithms with the related concept of data abstraction, Pascal Plus Data Structures, Algorithms, and
Advanced Programming was always on the leading edge of computer science education and practice. With Ada Plus Data Structures: An ObjectBased
Approach, we present the next generation of software practices to the firstyear student—the object paradigm.
The object paradigm is the latest step in the evolution of software development methodologies. Based on a foundation of abstraction and information hiding, the object
paradigm uses a loosely coupled set of objects that interact with each other to model reality more easily. The object class extends the power of the traditional abstract
data type to facilitate software design, implementation, maintenance, and reuse.
The object paradigm is still maturing. There is a good deal of debate among software engineers on the best ways to apply object technology and even more debate
among educators on how to teach it. We offer an introduction to the object paradigm balanced by a presentation of traditional abstract data types, computer science
theory, and concepts derived from software engineering practices. Our approach provides a strong foundation on which students can build in future courses.
An understanding of theoretical concepts helps students put new ideas that they encounter into place, and practical advice allows them to apply what they have
learned. To teach these concepts to students who may not have completed collegelevel mathematics courses, we have used intuitive explanations, even for topics that
have a basis in mathematics, such as the analysis of algorithms. In all cases, our highest goal has been to make our explanations as readable and as easily
understandable as our programs.
Three Levels of Abstraction
The recurring theme throughout this book is modeling with levels of abstraction. Each traditional abstract data type is viewed as an object class from three different
perspectives. The first perspective is from the abstract level. At this level we deal with the "what" questions. What is the class? What operations can it perform? What
exceptions might an operation generate? At the application level we explore ways of modeling reallife objects in a specific context. We develop applications using a
particular class. Finally, at the implementation level we look at specific representations of the class, its accessing operations, and its implementation in Ada. We
develop different implementations and explain how to compare them.
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We apply the principles of information hiding in our order of presentation. Students concentrate on the use of a class in the solution to a problem before
implementation of the class is discussed. For example, when developing a postfix calculator in Chapter 6, students cannot think of the stack as an array or a linked
list; they have not yet seen any implementation of the stack class. Their only view of it is at the abstract level. With this order of presentation, students see that the
traditional abstract data types are components used in the development of application software rather than as exercises in writing code for their professor. Ada's
separation of specification and implementation allows students to code and execute solutions that use an abstract data type without any knowledge of its
implementation.
The Ada Language and the Object Paradigm
Standard Pascal offers little support for today's software practices. We have selected Ada as the best language for teaching modern software development methods.
Three major strengths of Ada for firstyear students are its readability, stability, and reliability. Ada compiler validation ensures that all compilers support exactly the
same language—a student can compile any example in this textbook on any platform with any compiler without making modifications to the code. Ada's strong typing
and related features ensure that most errors are detected at compile time or through runtime constraints. We believe that the discipline enforced by the Ada compiler
is the best tool for preparing students for future courses and industry where less restrictive programming languages are often used.
Ada 95 is an ISO and ANSI standard. It is the first objectoriented language with an international standard. Ada 95 provides support for objects, classes, inheritance,
and runtime polymorphism. We have, however, elected to implement our designs in Ada 83. At the time we wrote our code, the Ada 9X compilers, like the language
reference manual, were still evolving. Even as we write this preface in the first month of 1995, a complete Ada 95 compiler is not available. Although we refuse to
present code to firstyear students that might not compile on their systems, we do not ignore Ada 95. The features of Ada 95 that simplify our Ada 83 implementations
are discussed in the appropriate places. It is an easy matter for an instructor to substitute Ada 95 constructs where appropriate.
We take an objectbased approach (objectoriented without inheritance and runtime polymorphism) rather than an objectoriented approach for both pragmatic and
pedagogical reasons. As mentioned above, at the time of this writing a complete Ada 95 compiler was not available. More important, we believe that the complexity
that inheritance adds to a firstyear student's learning process exceeds the reduction in design complexity made possible by it. Gaining a thorough understanding of
objects, classes, and static polymorphism through an objectbased approach provides a solid base for the development of larger projects where the benefits of
inheritance and runtime polymorphism provided by an objectoriented approach are best appreciated.
Prerequisite Knowledge
We assume that the student reader has an elementary knowledge of the Ada programming language that includes the following topics:
1. Basic declarations (including predefined and programmerdefined scalar types, record types, and array types)
2. Input and output using package Text_IO and its generic packages (Float_IO, Integer_IO, and Enumeration_IO)
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3. Basic control structures
4. Subprograms (functions and procedures)
5. How to use resources available in predefined and instructordefined packages
The material in Appendix L is designed to allow students with previous Pascal experience to quickly master the Ada basics needed to use this book effectively.
Content and Organization
Chapters 1 through 3 present a breadthfirst approach to software engineering. In Chapter 1 we discuss the basic goals of highquality software and the basic
principles of software engineering for designing and implementing programs to meet these goals. We review functional design techniques and introduce objectoriented
design. Modularization, good programming style, documentation, and the separation of the design of a problem solution from its implementation are stressed
throughout this chapter. We introduce packages as a method for implementing an objectoriented design. Finally, because there is more than one way to solve a
problem, we discuss how competing solutions can be compared through the analysis of algorithms, using BigO notation.
Chapter 2 addresses what we see as a critical need in software education—the ability to design and implement correct programs and to verify that they are actually
correct. Topics covered in this chapter include the concept of "lifecycle" verification; designing for correctness using preconditions, postconditions, and loop
invariants; the use of deskchecking and design/code walkthroughs and inspections to identify errors before testing; debugging techniques, data coverage (black box),
and code coverage (clear or white box) approaches; unit testing, test plans, and structured integration testing using stubs and drivers. A case study shows how all
these concepts can be applied to the development of a binary search procedure.
Chapter 3 begins our study of class design and implementation. We introduce the three perspectives of object classes: abstraction, application, and implementation.
Then we apply these perspectives to some of Ada's predefined classes that students learned in their introductory programming course: scalar types, records, and
arrays. We introduce data structures (collection classes) with a realworld example (a library). We illustrate how Ada packages are used for information hiding,
introduce private types as a means of encapsulation, and explain why information hiding and encapsulation are important. We conclude the chapter with a case study
that illustrates how the three levels of abstraction are used in the design and implementation of a Bingo game simulation.
In Chapter 4 we introduce the discrete set class. The set is first considered from its abstract perspective that we describe formally through a package specification.
Then, before discussing any implementation details, we use the set specification to implement the Bingo Basket object used in the previous chapter's case study. At this
point, students can design and implement software that uses the set class. Only then do we discuss the third perspective—the implementation of the discrete set class.
Chapter 4 concludes with a case study that uses the set class in a solution to a realistic problem. We also use this case study to introduce the nature of a greedy
solution.
Chapter 5 discusses the string class. We begin with the terminology and classification of strings: fixedlength, varyinglength, boundedlength, and unboundedlength.
We present a string class specification, implement a simple application that uses it, and develop a boundedlength implementation. We use the unboundedlength string
class to motivate the need for dynamic allocation. We introduce the concept of dynamic allocation along with
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the syntax for using Ada's access types. Our implementation of the unboundedlength string class demonstrates the value of pointers without having to introduce the
additional complexities of linked structures.
Chapter 6 introduces the stack class. Again our order of presentation is abstract level (package specification), application level (a program to evaluate postfix
expressions), and implementation level (package body). We present two implementations of the stack class: arraybased and linked. The technique used to link nodes
in dynamically allocated storage is described in detail and illustrated with figures. We analyze the two stack representations in terms of their number of source lines,
their use of storage space, the efficiency of their operations using BigO notation, and timed test runs. Finally, we revisit Ada's encapsulation mechanisms (introduced
in Chapter 3) in the light of our stack class.
In Chapter 7 we introduce the FIFO queue. After specifying the FIFO queue class we develop an application to prepare freight train manifests. We use this
application to review our objectoriented approach to software development. In this chapter we give a detailed look at the design considerations of selecting among
multiple implementation choices. Two arraybased implementations are discussed, as well as a linked queue representation. We analyze our FIFO queue
implementations in terms of their number of source lines, their use of storage space, the efficiency of their operations using BigO notation, and timed test runs. Finally,
we examine techniques for testing the queue operations using a test driver.
Chapter 8 introduces linear lists that are ordered according to key value. In developing the abstract view of ordered lists we introduce the three operator classes:
constructors, observers, and iterators. We use our list class specification in the design and implementation of an electronic address book. Our program uses retained
data from its previous execution, which is stored in a binary file. We explain the use of sequential binary files for students who have never used them. The list class is
implemented using both sequential (arraybased) and linked (dynamically allocated) representations. These two implementations are compared in detail, in terms of the
size of their source code, their storage requirements, BigO analysis of their operations, and timed test runs.
Chapter 9 continues the discussion of linked lists with a number of implementation variations: linked lists with dummy nodes (headers and trailers), circular linked lists,
and doubly linked lists. The insertion, deletion, and list traversal algorithms are developed and implemented for each variation. We compare the different
implementations in terms of the size of their source code, their storage requirements, BigO analysis of their operations, and timed test runs. We conclude this chapter
with a case study—the design and implementation of an unbounded natural number class.
In Chapter 10 we present alternative approaches for the storage of linked structures. First we discuss why we might want to store linked structures in an array rather
than in dynamic memory. Then we modify the linked implementation of the ordered list developed in Chapter 8 to store the linked lists in an array rather than in
dynamic memory. We compare the arraybased and heapbased linked list implementations in terms of BigO and timed test runs. Finally we show how direct files
can be used to store linked lists that are retained between program runs. We explain direct files for students who have never used them and present a complete direct
filebased linked list implementation.
In Chapter 11, our discussion of recursion gives students an intuitive understanding of the concept and then shows them how they can use recursion to solve
programming problems. This chapter is suitable for introducing or reviewing recursion. Guidelines for writing recursive procedures and functions are illustrated with
many examples. After demonstrating that byhand simulation of a recursive routine can be very tedious, we introduce a
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simple threequestion technique for verifying the correctness of recursive procedures and functions. Because many students are wary of recursion, the introduction to
this material is deliberately intuitive and nonmathematical. A more detailed discussion of how recursion works leads to an understanding of how recursion can be
replaced with iteration and stacks. The case study at the end of this chapter is a recursive solution of a maze problem. We compare this implementation to a
nonrecursive (stackbased) approach to demonstrate how recursion can simplify the solution to some kinds of problems.
Chapter 12 introduces binary search trees as a way to arrange data, giving the flexibility of a linked structure without the liability of slow, sequential access to its
elements. We develop the tree operations in detail, then implement them using dynamic allocation with pointer (access type) variables. We present both recursive and
nonrecursive versions of the insertion, deletion, retrieve, and modify operations, reinforcing the use of recursion for simplifying programming problems.
Chapter 13 presents a collection of other branching structures heaps, priority queues (implemented with heaps), and graphs. The coverage of graphs includes the
specification of a Graph class, its use in an airline application (connections between cities), and the implementation of basic graph operations with an adjacency matrix.
We create both depth first and breadthfirst search procedures using the Graph, Stack, and FIFO Queue classes. A procedure is developed that displays the shortest
paths to all nodes from a single source using the Graph and Priority Queue classes. The chapter also describes and illustrates the use of adjacency list graph
representations.
Chapter 14 presents a number of sorting algorithms and asks the question. Which is best? The sorting algorithms that are illustrated, implemented (as generic
procedures) and compared include the straight selection sort, two versions of the bubble sort, insertion sort. merge sort, quick sort, and heap sort. We analyze the
storage requirements of each of the sorting algorithms and efficiency in terms of both BigO and timed test runs. Finally, to illustrate a completely different kind of
sorting algorithm (one that does not compare keys), we design and implement a generic radix sort procedure.
Chapter 15 continues the discussion of algorithm analysis in the context of searching. Various searching algorithms are explained, implemented, and compared,
including the sequential and binary searches developed and used earlier in the book. We introduce hashing and discuss the most common hash functions and collision
resolution techniques.
Additional Features
Chapter Goals
A set of goals is presented at the beginning of each chapter to help students assess what they have learned. These goals are tested in the exercises at the end of each
chapter.
Case Studies
In most chapters we develop an application program to illustrate the use of a particular class. These applications are short enough that students can follow them
without being overwhelmed by a multitude of details. In addition to these application programs, we present six largerscale case studies. Program reading is an
essential skill for software professionals, but few books include programs of sufficient length for students to get this experience. The case studies provide an
opportunity to follow the specification, design, and implementation of a solution to a nontrivial problem. They also provide a base for class discussion on design issues
and programming assignments.
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Complete Code
We include all of the Ada code for each class discussed in the text—both in print and on the program disk provided with the text. Having the source code for the
abstract data types on disk encourages students to think in terms of reusable code. The source code for the application programs and case studies is provided to give
students practice in modifying programs without having to spend time rekeying the original program.
Chapter Exercises
Most chapters have more than 30 exercises. The exercises have varying levels of difficulty, including short coding problems, the analysis of algorithms, and problems
that test students' understanding of concepts. For chapters that contain case studies, there are exercises that specifically pertain to the material in the case study. These
exercises are designed to motivate students to read the case studies carefully. Approximately onethird of the exercises are answered in the back of the text; the
answer key for the remaining exercises is in the Instructor's Guide.
Programming Assignments
A set of programming assignments for each chapter is included at the end of each chapter. The assignments represent a range of difficulty levels and were carefully
chosen to illustrate the techniques described in the text. These assignments, which include modifications and enhancements to the application programs and case
studies, give students experience in program modification and program "maintenance." A further selection of programming assignments is available in the Instructor's
Guide.
Instructor's Guide
An Instructor's Guide is available with suggestions for how to teach the material covered in each chapter, a key to answers to the chapter exercises not in the book, a
set of questions for creating tests, and transparency masters for classroom teaching.
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